INNOVATED BY GRAHAM SMITH-BERNAL,
CREATOR OF THE NO. 1 MOST WIDELYUSED LITIGATION SOFTWARE

A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON
COLLABORATION IN THE CLOUD
PRE-TRIAL CASE ANALYSIS FROM A SECURE, PRIVATE-CLOUD WORKSPACE

LATITUDE TO HARNESS THE EVIDENCE FROM ANYWHERE

MAGNUM
INNOVATED BY GRAHAM SMITH-BERNAL, CREATOR OF THE NO. 1 MOST WIDELY-USED LITIGATION SUPPORT SOFTWARE

1st Online War Room & Whiteboard for
Documents, Transcripts & Research
Opus 2 Magnum™ is a dynamic, private cloud-based service from which litigators, cocounsel, and experts review evidence and collaborate on work product for motions
practice, depositions practice, and witness preparation.
ALL EVIDENCE AND TEAM INPUT
UNITED WITHIN ONE SIMPLE WORKSPACE

KEY BENEFITS
• Reduce costs and time

Team insights and work product are no longer at the mercy of cumbersome
binder updates, couriers and scattered email dialogs. Opus 2 Magnum nurtures the
team’s collective analysis of the evidence with the finesse, reverence and security it
warrants.

• Convenient, mobile access
• Centralize all team input
• Scale to cases of any size

Authorized team members gain mobile access to an online war room that is
furnished with the latest content, as well as an online whiteboard that captures the
team’s continual interpretation of the relationships among documents, testimony,
and research.

• Always the latest version

Case managers from Opus 2 International create and host every Magnum
workspace so that you may focus entirely on the strategy for the case.

• No software installs

• No duplicative or lost work
• No bulky binders

WHERE THE MASTERMINDS OF THE CASE
MASTER THE EVIDENCE
Opus 2 Magnum is the chess board where every move is measured and vital, and
where the substantive practice of litigation takes place. It is where thorough analysis
illuminates the path to a successful outcome, and where your legal argument
becomes a masterpiece.
While eDiscovery software works to separate “the chaff” from the collection,
Opus 2 Magnum works in parallel as a centralized forum for analyzing “the wheat”
and shaping the legal argument at key milestones of litigation–whether you settle,
arbitrate, or go to trial.
Opus 2 Magnum adds value at every stage of litigation, but many clients adopt it
during the discovery phase to prepare questioning strategies revolving around the
hot documents that are produced during eDiscovery.
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Above: Adapted from the Electronic Discovery Reference Model, 2009, EDRM.net.

Cogitate key discovery documents, testimony,
exhibits, facts, research, and collective team
insight to chart and adapt the strategy.
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“Finally, exactly what I need to prepare,
without relying on countless binders and
c: drive storage.”
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OPUS 2 MAGNUM PRESENTS A SIMPLE, SEAMLESS
AND SECURE VENUE TO HOST EVIDENCE FOR
THE TEAM AND FOSTER COLLABORATION.

MOBILITY & COLLABORATION
BOOST EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS
Whereas other case analysis tools are complicated by licensing, upgrades and
firewalls, Opus 2 Magnum is cloud-based, month-to-month, and always the latest
content and tools for your case.

SECURE ONLINE WORKSPACE
A secure Opus 2 Magnum workspace is wrapped around the master set of
key documents, linked exhibits, pleadings, declarations, and transcripts at its
core. The workspace provides a fully featured team forum so that your notes,
issues, correlations, private documents and research can be made visible to the
authorized members of the workspace.

COMPLETE MARK-UP TOOLS
Team members review content to validate testimony, pinpoint contradictions,
and determine how statements relate to other testimony or documents. One
simply highlights any text to tag it, apply color-coded issues, add notes, or
create hyperlinks to other passages.

BUILT-IN OPTIONS TO SHARE FINDINGS
Users can share revelations and notes with any other users or groups of users
with the click of a button. They will receive a simple e-mail alert that contains
a direct link to the note so they may login from anywhere, review the remarks,
and continue the discussion thread within Opus 2 Magnum.

KEY FEATURES
• Access cases from any PC,
Mac, tablet or smartphone
with an Internet connection.
• View documents as they
appear on paper; add
highlights, underlines and
margin notes.
• Create links among selected
passages of any documents,
transcripts and research.
• Preview the targets of any
hyperlink within the split
screen panels.
• Create custom folders of
subsets of content by issue,
witness, date, and more.
• Send notifications via email
to individuals or to custom
discussion groups to alert them
to an important annotation.
• Engage the team in dynamic
discussion threads on key
passages.
• Generate color-coded reports
of work product to save,
export, email or print.
• Pinpoint every time an exhibit
has been marked throughout
the life of the case.
• Perform targeted searches
with Boolean, proximity and
fuzzy search techniques.
• Hibernate or archive the case
at any time.

Getting Started is Clear as Day
AS EASY AS EMAIL

TURN-KEY WORKSPACES

Opus 2 Magnum is just as easy to use as your online email
account. The simple “Magnum Toolbox” window functions in
the same way across all documents, transcripts, and research in
the case so that anyone can become an intermediate-level user
within just a few minutes of training.

Seasoned case managers from Opus 2 International create and
host every Magnum workspace so that our clients may focus
entirely on evaluating the evidence and developing the strategy
right away. We can activate your Opus 2 Magnum workspace
within 24 hours and begin populating it with the master set of

• Highlight and color-code passages.

court reporting deliverables and other litigation content. Our

• Tag excerpts with issues.

specialists liaise with your litigation support staff to properly

• Add margin notes.

transfer documents and metadata from any disclosure or

• Cross-link to any other excerpts.

document management platform. We will preserve your desired

• Save work product.
• Share work product with team members.
• Send email notifications to team members.

folder structure, exhibit naming scheme, and Bates or trial
exhibit numbers, and create hyperlinks among transcripts and
exhibits. Opus 2 Magnum is turn-key and ready for use, and as
the case progresses, users can upload additional content to the
private team forum.
LEFT: A STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF HOW THE
SINGLE “MAGNUM TOOLBOX” SCREEN FUNCTIONS
IN THE SAME MANNER ACROSS ALL TRANSCRIPTS,
RESEARCH AND DOCUMENTS IN THE WORKSPACE.

Team: Have a look. All three of
these files mentions a different
date for the event in question...



OPUS 2 INTERNATIONAL
Opus 2 International Limited was founded in 2008 by Graham Smith-Bernal, the entrepreneur who created LiveNote® and helped it to become the most widely-used

litigation support software of any kind prior to selling the company to Thomson Reuters in 2006. Following a brief retirement to his estate in Umbria, Italy, SmithBernal returned to the market to conceive his second great work, Opus 2, which has garnered worldwide media coverage for its new approach to litigation services
for attorneys, mediators, arbitrators and judges. Today, the company delivers its flagship Magnum service as well as sophisticated court reporting services to the
largest and most complex litigations in the world, including the largest private litigation in 2011. Opus 2 International has offices in London (Headquarters), San
Francisco, Dubai, Paris and Hong Kong.

To learn more about Opus 2 Magnum,
please call 1-888-960-3117 or visit
opus2international.com.
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